Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a method extensively used for the structural analysis of a wide range of materials, such as metals, alloys, polymers as well as biologic macromolecules in solution, porous materials, nanoparticles, etc[@b1][@b2][@b3]. Thousands of papers have been published to describe this X-ray based technique, and acknowledge them all is a titanic effort. SAXS ability consists in retrieving a morphological (size/shape) information of the scattering objects, or - in case of ordered systems - in a structural analysis of nanoscale lattice periodicities[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11]. Over the last decades, SAXS has been increasingly employed in the study of biological macromolecules thanks first of all to the availability of brighter synchrotron radiation sources with a time resolution down to sub-ms and, secondly, to the improvement of SAXS data analysis methods allowing reliable ab-initio shape and domain structure determination and detailed modeling of macromolecular complexes[@b12].

SAXS technique has found interesting applications to medicine: i) for the analysis of healthy or pathologic tissues extracted from bones[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18][@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22]; cornea[@b23][@b24][@b25]; breast[@b26][@b27][@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31]; brain[@b32][@b33][@b34]; ii) for the characterization of nano-materials employed as novel therapeutic vectors[@b35][@b36]; iii) for the investigation of biomaterials for tissue engineering[@b37][@b38][@b39], to cite few references in the field. Indeed, SAXS has shown to be a promising tool to detect structural changes at supramolecular level, and in some cases a clear relationship between tissue changes and disease development has been derived[@b31][@b40]. For example, characteristic parameters extracted from SAXS patterns were used to differentiate human breast tissues aimed to a disease-related classification[@b26][@b29][@b30][@b31]. A key issue in most of the cited experiments was the need for a high brilliance synchrotron radiation X-ray source to obtain high-quality scattering patterns, although a limited number of papers made use of laboratory systems mainly for bone and breast tissues analysis. The possibility to use a laboratory X-ray source for SAXS studies in nanomedicine is extremely important, because - in order to transfer this knowledge into a clinic - a room-sized system is mandatory.

Recently, a new class of home laboratory X-ray sources has shown brightness exceeding some second generation bending magnet synchrotron radiation beamlines (such as the beamline X33 of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) at the DORIS III storage ring[@b41]). Such remarkable advances in laboratory instrumentation has proved to be effective for in-house crystallographic research[@b42], especially if empowered by original algorithms able to significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to enhance fringe visibility and therefore virtually ameliorate source coherence[@b43][@b44]. As a result, interesting performances and flexibility have been already demonstrated in ex-situ Grazing Incidence SAXS[@b45] on self-assembled nanoscale inorganic superstructures, as well as in ex-situ SAXS experiments on air-dried rat tail tendon[@b44] or residues of cell exosomes[@b46]. The experiments were realized to quantitatively compare the performances of the actual table top instrumentation with European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, ID01 beamline) and Synchrotron Light Source (SLS, cSAXS beamline) SAXS beamlines and proved its viability in detecting structural changes on a molecular/nanoscale level in inorganic matter[@b43] as well as in fiber tissues[@b44].

In this paper, the restoration algorithm developed for SAXS data[@b44] was further improved with the aim to extend data treatment from 1D to 2D as well as to deal with data collected from biological low-scattering soft tissues and therefore with extremely noisy diffraction profiles/maps. The novel algorithm contains a denoising/deconvolution iterative procedure, working (if needed) directly on the 2D raw data, studied to deal with SAXS data collected from soft tissues with laboratory instrumentation, affected by severe noise and background problems. In particular, we will focus our attention on different nanomedicine-related cases; (*i*) residues of exosomes\' drops from healthy epithelial colon cell line and colorectal cancer cells, as an example of SAXS used a diagnostic tool; (*ii*) collagen/human elastin scaffolds, to show a practical case of vascular tissue engineering applications; (*iii*) apoferritin protein, to prove the effectiveness of the algorithm on bioSAXS data. The paper is organized as follows: the original and restored SAXS profiles are described and discussed in the Results and Discussion sections respectively, the Methods section contains a description of the restoration algorithm, for maps (2D) and profiles (1D) SAXS data, to prove its efficiency for noisy SAXS signals embedded in a high background contribution. A brief description of the SAXS table-top facility used to collect the data is given in the Methods.

Results
=======

In the following we present three examples of application of the algorithm, described in the Methods section, to very noisy or strongly background-affected SAXS data. The aim of these examples is to show the potentialities of this table top instrumentation, empowered by the restoration algorithm, to demanding cases of bio-matter.

SAXS analysis of exosomes
-------------------------

Exosomes are 30--100 nm diameter membrane vesicles released by most cells types, including tumor cells, that contribute in many aspects of physiology and disease, and in intercellular communication[@b47]. In particular, tumor exosomes are gaining increasing interest in medicine and oncology as efficient markers for the delivery of defined signals, since they contain a great variety of bioactive molecules, such as proteins and RNA (mRNA and miRNA)[@b48], that could promote tumor progression by means of other cells[@b49]. However, there is also increasing evidence that these nanovesicles may contribute to cancer by favoring metastatic niche onset[@b50]. Recent findings highlight the potential of exosomal profiles as diagnostic biomarkers of disease through a noninvasive blood test[@b51].

Here, SAXS diffraction patterns have been collected from exosomes derived from two different colon cell lines: CCD841-CoN (healthy epithelial colon cell line) and HCT116 (human colorectal carcinoma cell line). An innovative procedure for isolation of exosomes and preparation of the sample for the SAXS measurements is described elsewhere[@b46][@b52]. With respect to the laboratory SAXS data already published in Accardo et al 2013[@b46], the SAXS data here presented were acquired on the same specimens but for a much lower time, down to 100 s. This was to have a controlled experimental test of the proposed algorithm, but at very reduced collection time and therefore reduced dose of X-ray exposure.

[Figures 1a and 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"} display the 2D SAXS frames from CCD and HCT collected at an acquisition time of 1200 and 100 s, respectively, whose azimuthal integrations are shown in [Figures 1b and 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (black curves). Starting from these raw data, both denoising, background subtraction and deconvolution have been performed, and the results showed as red and blue profiles, respectively, in [Figures 1b and 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. For clarity, the deconvoluted profiles are properly scaled with respect to the original and denoised ones. The comparison clearly shows the efficiency of the restoration algorithm to extract relevant features from the raw data (see Discussion).

SAXS studies on collagen-based three-dimensional scaffolds
----------------------------------------------------------

In the second example described in this work, we report on the SAXS investigation of 3D collagen based scaffolds artificially produced as vessels. Three-dimensional biomimetic scaffolds have recently found extensive applications in biomedical tissue engineering, thanks to their micro-scaled design analogous to the native extracellular matrix[@b53][@b54]. In particular, natural polymers such as collagen and elastin, represent a promising alternative in creating three-dimensional scaffolds for vascular cell tissue engineering. Actually type I collagen combines suitable biomechanical properties as well as excellent biological and hematological properties, and the use of recombinant Human Elastin-Like Polypeptides (HELPs) is a very promising complement able to significantly improve the biomechanical properties of three-dimensional collagen matrices in terms of tensile stress and elastic modulus[@b55][@b56].

The artificial scaffolds have been prepared by extracting type I collagen from rat tail tendon according to a protocol described elsewhere[@b57][@b58]. Then, 50 mg/ml of Human Elastin-like Polypeptide (HELP), a bioinspired component that mimics human elastin, was added to the collagen blend and jellified with cells trapped within[@b59]. The samples have been also left in culture for 3, 7 and 21 days, in presence and absence of HELP. All the samples were fixed in formaldehyde 4%/water solution and maintained at 4°C until the analyses were performed. SAXS patterns were collected from tissues inserted into Lindemann glass capillary tubes of 0.7 mm diameter, to permanently keep them in formaldehyde 4%/water solution.

In [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} we report the 2D SAXS data of porcine aorta, which has been collected as reference model for three-dimensional scaffolds, thanks to the high structural correlation between the human and porcine vessel walls. The raw 2D data, once radially integrated, are shown as 1D profile in [Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (green curve). In [Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} SAXS patterns collected, for around 8 h, for collagen scaffolds, after 21 days of culture with (black) and without (red) HELP, are also displayed. [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"} compares the same profiles after application of the restoration algorithm, while the numbers in the upper side of the figure denote the collagen fiber diffraction orders.

SAXS studies on apoferritin protein in aqueous solution
-------------------------------------------------------

In [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} the final test was performed on bioSAXS data from horse spleen apoferritin (ApoFt) purchased from Sigma[@b60]. Apoferritin is a globular nanosized cage-shaped protein composed by 24 subunits forming a stable and soluble hollow sphere. It derives from ferritin (450 kDa), a ubiquitous intracellular protein that stores iron and releases it in a controlled fashion.

Raw data - collected for 600 s and subtracted for the buffer contribution - are shown as black profile in panel (a) along with the denoised pattern (red curve), the latter compared with synchrotron data[@b60][@b61] (black profile of [Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) collected at the Austro SAXS beamline at ELETTRA facility on the same sample. Denoised laboratory data were fitted with Gnom[@b62] ([Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) and modeled with Dammin/Dammif[@b62] (inset [Figure 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) programs, respectively, and the pair distribution function was derived ([Figure 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

The first example holds as a controlled test as the same biological residues were extensively studied also with synchrotron radiation[@b46]. The application of the restoration algorithm improved the visibility of the diffraction peaks, beyond the first order, and consequently the accuracy in the lattice periodicity determination. This allowed to determine the periodicity for the CCD and HCT exosomes of 14.6 nm ± 0.5 nm and 15.7 nm ± 0.5 nm, respectively, in perfect agreement with data acquired by micro-SAXS measurements at ESRF synchrotron (ID13 beamline)[@b46]. A lamellar morphology was also inferred from SAXS data, confirmed by SEM pictures of cross sections of the exosomes residues[@b46].

The possibility to investigate the microstructure of healthy and diseased residues of exosomes proved the effectiveness of the SAXS technique even with a table-top X-ray microsource if combined with the restoration algorithm here described.

This first result shows how the algorithm properly works even for diffraction signals acquired only in 100 s (case of the HCT residues), with laboratory instrumentation, offering a broad range of applications for different radiation sensitive tissues, as often is the case with soft matter.

The second example, in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, shows how recovering structural information also for biomimetic engineered tissues. Also in this case, the SAXS profiles were heavily affected by the background, being the diffraction peaks hardly distinguishable from it. The restored profiles ([Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) of all the investigated scaffolds (porcine aorta and collagen or collagen/HELP vessels), show many clear diffraction peaks, which allowed us to appreciate common features and almost the same periodicity among samples. In order to perform a quantitative comparison between the structural features of porcine vessel and collagen scaffolds, as a function of the days of culture (3-7-21 days), and to relate it to the presence or absence of HELP, the correlation coefficients between the collagen profiles and the one from the porcine vessel have been calculated over an interval of q ranging from 0.026 Å^−1^ to 0.100 Å^−1^.

Results, reported in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, show that the correlation increases with the time of culture and in presence of HELP, reaching the highest correlation, c~ij~ = 0.72, for the longest culturing period (21days) in the presence of HELP, with a level of significance of 99%[@b59].

The last example, in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, reports the results of the denoising procedure, applied to bioSAXS collected on the apoferritin protein in aqueous solution. Original raw data show a quite noisy pattern, and therefore the denoising procedure is here a fundamental step before proceeding with data analysis. The results of the analysis was a gyration radius of Rg = 5.1 ± 0.2 nm, a pair distribution function and an empty sphere model (panels c and d of [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) in perfect agreement with synchrotron derived findings[@b60].

The reported results demonstrate the effective combination of a table top superbright microfocus X-ray source and a proper restoration algorithm, here employed for the investigation of bio-matter or soft natural or engineered tissues. The three examples here chosen - residues of exosomes\' drops from healthy and pathologic tissues, collagen/human elastin artificial scaffolds developed for vascular tissue engineering applications and protein in solutions - are severe tests of the overall approach because are low scattering samples, whose SAXS diffraction signal is hardly detectable out of the matrix background or highly affected by noise.

The present equipment typology is fully compatible with real clinical investigations, where on site and room-sized equipment are mandatory. Therefore, a future could be envisioned where such a table top SAXS instrument could be considered also as novel diagnostic technique.

Methods
=======

Algorithm description and application to extreme cases: denoising approach for 2D SAXS data
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The algorithm reported in the paper is an evolution of the previous one (De Caro et al.[@b44]): here it has been introduced an iterative denoising/deconvolution procedure which can work, if needed, directly on the 2D raw data (not only on 1D profiles as for the previous one). The novelty therefore is two-fold: *i*) an original denoising algorithm was combined to the deconvolution procedure, where denoising is a fundamental requirement in case of lab SAXS data collected from soft tissue considering the poor signal to noise ratio; *ii*) the present algorithm allows to denoise and deconvolute directly the original 2D frames.

Following the same notation used in De Caro et al.[@b44], the measured integrated intensity *I(q~i~)* at the scattering vector *q~i~* is related to the "ideal" profile *I~id~(q~i~)* by means of the following equation: where denotes the convolution product. Here, the difference between *I~id~(q~i~)* and the measured one *I(q~i~)* is caused by instrumental broadening effects like the finite beam divergence. The instrumental broadening is described by means of far-field source intensity angular distribution function *I~s~(q~i~)*, experimentally determined. Background intensity *I~bk~(q~i~)* and noise *n(q~i~)* are taken into account.

We report in [Figures 4a and 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} the 2D SAXS experimental data acquired on rat tail tendon and the corresponding denoised/deconvoluted one, as obtained by our algorithm, respectively.

The new denoising/deconvolution procedure here applied is iterative: each cycle is based on the alternation of a convolution with a Gaussian kernel of standard deviation σ, and a deconvolution with a Gaussian kernel whose standard deviation is slightly smaller than σ. The final effect of this alternation is denoising/deconvolution of data. At the end of the *n*-th cycle each intensity value of the map *I~n~(q~i~)* is updated by combining the filtered value *I~fil,n-1~(q~i~)*, obtained by the previous iteration, with raw data *I(q~i~)* in the following way: where *I~fil,n-1~(q~i~) = Conv\[Deconv\[I~n-1~(q~i~)\]\]* is the denoised intensity, obtained by applying the convolution and the deconvolution steps on the map of the previous cycle; *W(q~i~) = 1 − G(q~i~)* is the weight function, being *G(q~i~)* a 2D Gaussian function having the maximum in the center of the SAXS 2D frame and the same full width at half maximum (FWHM) as the azimuthal average of the SAXS 2D frame. This weighting scheme leaves almost unchanged higher intensity signal, corresponding to smaller q~i~ values, but allows the denoising of smaller intensity one (more affected by noise). The final result, shown in [Figure 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, leads to a great improvement of the visibility of smaller SAXS intensities, hidden by the high noise raw data, leaving unchanged higher intensity values. In particular the denoised 2D frame, shown in [Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, has been obtained by putting the standard deviation of the convolving function equal to 4 pixels; the one of the deconvolving step equal to 3 pixel; the whole procedure was repeated for 10 cycles.

After denoising, higher diffraction orders become visible in the 2D SAXS map, even without any background subtraction.

Algorithm description and application to extreme cases: 1D profiles collected from low-scattering materials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several noised and convoluted one-dimensional (1D) SAXS simulated profiles were computed, from [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, to reproduce, under control, typical SAXS experimental data collected from biomaterials, which were used to verify if the deconvolution algorithm was able to correctly extract the known *I~id~(q~i~)* from *I(q~i~)*. Before the deconvolution step, we applied the denoising iterative procedure described in the previous sub-section which acts directly on raw experimental data with the purpose to prevent noise enhancement during the subsequent signal restoration process.

We characterized the simulated deconvolution tests by means of the following quantities:

- the signal-to-background visibility *V = \<I(q~i~) − I~bk~(q~i~)\>/\<I(q~i~)\>*, where *\<...\>* denotes averaging on the measured *q~i~* range;

- the relative error *ε* = (\<*w*(*q~i~*)*^2^*(*I(q~i~*) *−* *I~bk~*(*q~i~*))\>)*^0.5^*/\<*I*(*q~i~*) − *I~bk~*(*q~i~*)\> on the evaluation of *I~con~(q~i~)* = *I(q~i~) − I~bk~(q~i~)*, calculated by means of the error propagation formula, where the function *w(q~i~)* can be evaluated by adding all points of the 2D map that would contribute to the same *q~i~* value of the 1D profile and by calculating the square root of the so-obtained sum ;

- the residual error *R = Σ~i~\|I~id~(q~i~) − I~dec~(q~i~)\|/Σ~i~I~id~(q~i~)* between the deconvolved *I~dec~(q~i~)* and the input profile *I~id~(q~i~)* in the *q~i~*-range characterized by the presence of less intense diffraction peaks.

[Figure 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows a simulated 1D profile (Input 1 - black curve) obtained from [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} by properly convoluting the *I~id~(q~i~)* spectra - plotted in red (Solution1) - with the assumed beam divergence, and adding the contributions of the background *I~bk~(q~i~)* - green profile - and the noise *n(q~i~)*. Let us note that almost all features of the deconvoluted *I~dec~(q~i~)* profile (deconvoluted 1 - blue curve) were correctly reconstructed. The residual factor R = 0.18, calculated in a middle region from pixel 100 to 300, and the relative error ε = 2.5%, give a quantitative idea of the quality of the reconstructed profile. This test indicates that all the original information of *I~id~(q~i~)* could be correctly extracted from the SAXS profile with similar characteristics of visibility of the structure peaks with respect to the background when the signal-to-background visibility *V* is around 55%. The level of added noise is obviously related to the statistics of the X-ray counts. In our tests we have chosen maximum scattered intensity values which range between 10 and 100 counts, typical of laboratory experimental data, at least for the specific microsource described in the Methods section. It is worth noting that even if the maximum scattered intensity is small -- namely less than 100 counts -- the relative error ε obtained after the restoration algorithm is quite lower than a Poisson-noise relative error, because the considered 1D profiles are obtained by the integration over circular regions of a 2D map, which reduces the statistical fluctuations of intensities. It is possible to verify that the 1D reduction of the 2D map reduces the relative error by about two orders of magnitude.

In [Figure 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} we report the results of another test in which we considered a worsened signal-to-background visibility *V*, of about 23%. We assumed a maximum intensity *I(q~i~)* equal to about 20 counts. In this test the relative error increases to about ε = 8.3% and the quality of the reconstructed *I~dec~(q~i~)*, when compared with *I~id~(q~i~)*, is obviously worse than in the previous case, as confirmed by the obtained residual error value R = 0.26. Nevertheless almost all important features of *I~id~(q~i~)* have been correctly reconstructed in the deconvoluted *I~dec~(q~i~)*.

In [Figure 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"} we report the results of a third test in which we considered a quite low signal-to-background visibility *V* = 13%. In this case, the relative error increases to about ε = 16.7%. The zoom of [Figure 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"} gives an idea of the poor quality of the assumed *I(q~i~)* profile and of the noise level. It is interesting to verify the possibility to extract many useful information regarding the *I~id~(q~i~)* profile by means of the proposed algorithm, as shown by the comparison between the blue and red curves in [Figure 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}, even when starting from a very poor quality *I(q~i~)* profile. In fact, from a quantitative point of view, only the higher peaks of [Figure 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"} in the pixel range 125--250 are correctly reconstructed which, on the other hand, are the only peaks already clearly visible in the *I(q~i~)* profile. Nevertheless all other peaks which are almost completely hidden in *I(q~i~)* by background, convolution effects and noise, are sufficiently reconstructed in *I~dec~(q~i~)*, giving much more information concerning the scattering sample than achievable from the convoluted profile. These results show that this version of the algorithm, here improved for the SAXS analysis of low scattering materials (such as soft tissues), could be a very useful tool to analyze SAXS 1D and 2D profiles, even in the unlucky case of a very low visibility (*V*) of the sample features.

Experimental
------------

A Fr-E+ SuperBright rotating anode copper anode microsource (Cu K~α~, λ = 0.15405 nm, 2475W) is focused by a multilayer focusing optics (Confocal Max-Flux; CMF 15--105) to a SAXS three-pinhole camera (Rigaku SMAX-3000)[@b45]. The system is equipped with a Triton 20 gas-filled proportional counter (1024 × 1024 array, 195 µm pixel size) for SAXS acquisition, placed at a sample-detector distance of around 2200 mm. This distances give access to a range of scattering vector moduli (q = 4πsinθ/λ, where θ is half the scattering angle) of about 0.006--0.2 Å^−1^. A detailed description of the instrument performances can be found in Altamura *et al.*[@b45].
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![2D SAXS patterns from (a) CCD and (c) HCT residues, collected at the XMI-L\@b at an acquisition time of 1200 s and 100 s, respectively; original (dotted black curve), denoised (red profile) and deconvolved (blue profile) 1D SAXS patterns, after restoration, are shown in (b) for CCD and (d) HCT residues.](srep06985-f1){#f1}

![(a) 2D SAXS of the aorta porcine benchmark material; (b) comparison between 1D raw data SAXS profiles of the collagen scaffolds, with (black) and without (red) HELP, after 21 days of culture, and of the native porcine vessel (green). (b) comparison between 1D SAXS profiles after application of the restoring algorithm of the collagen scaffolds, with (black) and without (red) HELP, after 21 days of culture, and of the native porcine vessel (green).](srep06985-f2){#f2}

![(a) 1D SAXS of apoferritin: original (black) and denoised data (red); (b) comparison between laboratory (red) and synchrotron (black) data collected on the same sample (c) denoised data (dotted profile) compared with the best fit (red curve); (d) pair distribution function extracted by the fit in (c) and atomic model (inset) derived by fitting the denoised data with Dammif program.](srep06985-f3){#f3}

![(a) 2D SAXS experimental data acquired on a rat tail tendon; (b) denoised pattern obtained by the restoration algorithm.](srep06985-f4){#f4}

![(a) Simulated SAXS 1D profiles *I(q~i~)* (black curve) affected by an overlapped background intensity *I~bk~(q~i~)* (green curve), by the finite-size convolution effects, i.e., *I(q~i~) = I~con~(q~i~) + I~bk~(q~i~)* and by noise *n(q~i~)* (see main text). The red curve is the ideal intensity *I~id~(q~i~)* that should be extracted by *I(q~i~)* by deconvolving the finite source size effects and subtracting the background intensity. The blue curve is the deconvolved *I~dec~(q~i~)* profile which is obtained by means of the new proposed algorithm. We have *V* = 55%; ε = 2.5%; R = 0.18; (b) Same notation as in Figure 5a. We have V = 23%; ε = 8.3%; R = 0.26.](srep06985-f5){#f5}

![(a) Same notation as in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. We have V = 13%; ε = 16.7%; R = 0.31; b) zoom of figure 6a with the red and blue profiles multiplied by a factor 10 to reduce the dynamical range of the plot to only two decades, thus showing the small features of the black profile from which the blue curve is reconstructed.](srep06985-f6){#f6}

###### Correlation coefficient between porcine vessel and collagen/collagen-HELP scaffolds diffraction patterns at different days of culture

                          Days of culture                
  ------------------- -------------------- ------------- -------------
  **Collagen**            0.27 ± 0.02       0.30 ± 0.04   0.62 ± 0.04
  **Collagen-HELP**       0.29 ± 0.04       0.31 ± 0.02   0.72 ± 0.05
